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Abstract and Keywords
Longitudinal or panel surveys, in which the same individuals are interviewed repeatedly
over time, are increasingly common in the social sciences. The benefit of such surveys is
that they track the same respondents so that researchers can measure individual-level
change over time, offering greater causal leverage than cross-sectional surveys. Panel
surveys share the challenges of other surveys while also facing several unique issues in
design, implementation, and analysis. This chapter considers three such challenges: (1)
the tension between continuity and innovation in the questionnaire design; (2) panel
attrition, whereby some individuals who complete the first wave of the survey fail to
participate in subsequent waves; and (3) specific types of measurement error—panel
conditioning and seam bias. It includes an overview of these issues and their implications
for data quality and outlines approaches for diagnosing and correcting for these issues in
the design and analysis of panel surveys.
Keywords: panel surveys, longitudinal surveys, questionnaire design, measurement error, panel conditioning,
seam bias

Introduction
Longitudinal or panel surveys, in which the same respondents are interviewed repeatedly
at different points in time, are increasingly common across the academic, private, and
public sectors. The major infrastructure surveys in political science, sociology, and
economics—the American National Election Study (ANES), the General Social Survey
(GSS), and the Panel Study on Income Dynamics (PSID)—now all contain panel
components. The unique benefits of panel surveys are widely recognized: by interviewing
the same subjects over time, panel surveys offer greater causal leverage than a cross-
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sectional survey and enable the analysis of individual-level changes in attitudes, behavior,
or knowledge.
Advances in survey research technology, especially the proliferation of Internet-based
surveying, have lowered the barriers to entry for longitudinal research. The emergence of
online panels like GfK Knowledge Networks, YouGov, and the RAND American Life Panel
makes it easier than ever for researchers to conduct repeated interviews (Hillygus,
Jackson, and Young 2014; Baker et al. 2010; Yeager et al. 2011). Furthermore, in the past
several years researchers have pooled their efforts and budgets in various collaborative
panel studies, such as the Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES) and The
American Panel Study (TAPS). The 2008 Associated Press-Yahoo!News Election Panel and
the CBS/New York Times/YouGov 2014 Election Panel are two such projects that have
involved collaborations between public opinion scholars and media organizations.
Despite their analytic strengths and increasing availability for research, panel surveys
are not without their drawbacks. They share all the problems of other surveys—quality
threats from sampling and nonsampling errors—while also facing several unique
challenges in their design, implementation, and analysis. In this chapter we consider
three such challenges: (1) a tension between continuity and innovation in the
questionnaire design; (2) panel attrition, whereby some individuals who complete the first
wave of the survey fail to participate in subsequent waves; and (3) types of measurement
error—panel conditioning and seam bias—specific to panel surveys. We provide an
overview of these various issues and their implications for data quality and also outline
current approaches to diagnose and correct for these issues in the survey design and
analysis.
First we define the longitudinal survey and distinguish it from related designs. We then
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of longitudinal surveys, drawing attention to
their unique challenges. Finally, we review best practices for avoiding the most common
pitfalls and highlight avenues of future research that can improve the design and analysis
of longitudinal polling.

Background
Although longitudinal surveys have a seemingly straightforward definition—they are
survey projects in which respondents are interviewed at two or more points in time—it is
useful to distinguish them from related designs, especially because of overlaps in usage
of the relevant terminology.
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The longitudinal survey belongs to the larger class of longitudinal methods because it is
designed to elicit data from the same respondents at multiple time points (Menard
2002); nevertheless, there are alternative approaches for measuring individual-level
change over time that do not qualify as panel surveys. Nonsurvey examples of
longitudinal research abound in the social sciences, including a wide range of time series
data, such as those using country-level factors (e.g., Beck, Katz, and Tucker 1998; Blais
and Dobrzynska 1998), state- or county-level measures (e.g., Bishop 2013), or repeated
observations of individuals from voter registration files or other nonsurvey sources (e.g.,
Davenport et al. 2010).
While not all longitudinal research is survey research, it is also the case that not all
surveys designed to measure temporal change can be considered longitudinal surveys. A
cross-sectional design, in which subjects are each interviewed only once, can be re-asked
at different points in time using samples drawn independently (Visser et al. 2014; Menard
2002). An example of this repeated cross-sectional design is the typical tracking poll
during a political campaign, designed to measure the ebbs and flows of candidate
support. If sampling procedures and question wording are sufficiently similar, repeated
cross-sectional surveys are an effective tool for detecting societal shifts in opinion.
Repeated cross-sectional surveys can even be superior to panel surveys for some
research questions. For example, the former might do a better job of capturing new
entrants to a population, potentially providing a more accurate reflection of the
population’s attitudes or behaviors in cases in which new entrants are especially different
(Tourangeau 2003). Nevertheless, causal inference is generally weaker in a repeated
cross-section than in a panel survey because the researcher can only compare groups of
respondents rather than individuals (Visser et al. 2014; Tourangeau 2003; Bartels 1999).
Another method for measuring change is a retrospective survey design, in which
respondents are asked during a single interview to recall attitudes or behaviors at several
previous time periods (Menard 2002). This measurement strategy is distinct from the
longitudinal survey because it relies on respondents’ retrospection rather than repeated
interviews. While this approach allows researchers to measure within-subject change
over time, an obvious deficiency is that it relies on memory recall, which introduces
potential bias given the difficulty that some survey respondents have remembering even
basic facts or behaviors (Bradburn, Rips, and Shevell 1987; Groves 2004; Tourangeau,
Rips, and Rasinski 2000).
A final point of distinction exists between panel surveys and so-called online survey
panels, like GfK Knowledge Networks and YouGov. Because of the difficulty of
constructing a general population sample frame of email addresses, online survey panels
have emerged as the primary way in which Internet polling is conducted (Groves et al.
2009). An online survey panel is simply a group of prescreened respondents who have
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expressed a willingness to participate in surveys, usually in exchange for money or other
compensation (Baker et al. 2010).1 The surveys in which these panelists take part might
be cross-sectional or longitudinal. Despite the common use of the term “panel” to refer to
this particular survey mode and sample source, this chapter focuses on the longitudinal
survey design—in which the same respondents are interviewed multiple times for a given
study. Such survey designs can be conducted online, by telephone, by mail, or in person.
That said, the Internet age has certainly expanded opportunities for longitudinal survey
designs. The emergence of online survey panels facilitates the growing interest in
longitudinal survey research by reducing the costs of subject recruitment and providing a
pool of willing subjects who can be easier to locate for follow-up interviews. The
willingness of online panelists to engage in additional surveys helps reduce a key cost of
longitudinal research. On the other hand, the repeated interviewing of the same subjects
might exacerbate the shortcomings of nonprobability online panels in particular.
Researchers are increasingly concerned, for example, about the conditioning effects of
repeated interviewing in both panel survey designs and online survey panels more
generally (see Hillygus, Jackson, and Young 2014; Adams, Atkeson, and Karp 2012;
Callegaro et al. 2014).
In addition to distinguishing what is and is not a panel survey, it is also worth
highlighting the wide variability in the possible design features of panel surveys. Panel
surveys can include dozens of waves or just an initial interview and a single follow-up.
The ANES, for instance, typically includes one pre-election interview and one postelection interview—a two-wave panel. Panel surveys can also vary in the duration of the
study and the length of time between survey interviews. The four-wave Youth-Parent
Socialization Panel study spanned more than three decades, from 1965 to 1997, but most
election panels span only a matter of months. Panel surveys also vary in their sampling
strategy. A fixed panel design asks all respondents to participate at the same time, while
a rotating panel divides the sample into different cohorts, with initial interviews
staggered across survey waves. As discussed in the next section, the latter design offers
useful leverage for assessing panel attrition and conditioning effects. Finally, designs
differ in how they define their inferential population—some define only at the first wave,
while others update at each wave. In other words, an individual who died between waves
1 and 2 would be counted as ineligible in the former and as a nonrespondent in the latter.
Eligibility for follow-up interviews can also vary—with some panels attempting to follow
up with all respondents who complete the initial interview, while others select a narrower
subset of respondents for subsequent interviews.2 As with all research methodologies, the
goals of the study—balanced against time and cost considerations—should guide these
specific design decisions. For a more detailed overview of these and other design issues
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in panel surveys, see Menard (2007), Duncan and Kalton (1987), Kalton and Citro
(1993), and Kasprzyk et al. (1989).

Advantages of Longitudinal Surveys
The growth of longitudinal surveys in the last several years reflects the significant
benefits of repeated interviews with the same subjects. First, longitudinal surveys are
critical for understanding the dynamics of public opinion. While cross-sectional surveys
are well-suited to track societal trends in opinion over time, they cannot identify withinsubject change (Tourangeau 2003; Visser et al. 2014). As such, it is difficult to determine
if changes in public opinion, such as Americans’ dramatic shift in attitudes about samesex marriage, are a function of sampling and cohort replacement or a reflection of real
changes in individual attitudes (e.g., Baunach 2011; Brewer 2008). Without conducting
repeated surveys with the same subjects, we cannot evaluate who changed their minds or
why.
This ability to evaluate within-subject change is what makes panel surveys a critical tool
in the study of campaigns and elections. The seminal Columbia research on voting
behavior was based on panel studies, such as the seven-wave sample of twenty-four
hundred voters in Erie County, Ohio, during the 1940 election (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and
Gaudet 1948; Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee 1954). A longitudinal design enabled
researchers to observe which voters changed their candidate preferences during the
campaign. Although voting research came to rely increasingly on national cross-sectional
surveys for much of the twentieth century, the last decade or so has seen a renewed
interest in panel surveys as a tool for examining the decision calculus of voters at various
points in the campaign (e.g., Henderson, Hillygus, and Tompson 2010; Iyengar, Sood, and
Lelkes 2012). The strength of the panel design is that by interviewing the same
respondents multiple times in the course of the campaign, the researchers have a much
stronger sense of the evolution of individual-level voter decision making. Consider, for
instance, that cross-sectional polls typically find that roughly 5% of the electorate is
undecided between the candidates at any given point in the campaign; longitudinal
surveys show that it is not always the same 5% of the electorate in every snapshot,
offering a very different portrait of the campaign (Henderson and Hillygus forthcoming).
A second, and related, advantage of the longitudinal design is that measuring withinsubject change offers greater leverage in estimating causal effects. This design is
especially convincing if the pre- and post-intervention surveys closely precede and follow,
or bracket, an intervention.3 Such an intervention might be naturally occurring or a
manipulation of the researcher. For example, Hillygus and Jackman (2003) compare
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interviews before and after presidential conventions and debates to estimate the effect of
these major campaign events on candidate preference. With experimental interventions,
panel surveys provide the pre-treatment baseline by which the post-treatment effects are
later evaluated. Examples of such analyses include surveys gauging political knowledge
and attitudes before and after respondents are randomly assigned to receive a free
newspaper subscription (Gerber, Karlan, and Bergan 2009) and a panel survey designed
to detect the effects of a large-scale campaign against vote buying on voter turnout and
vote choice (Vicente 2014).
Even without an intervention, the within-subjects nature of the panel design provides the
temporal ordering of measures that is necessary (though not sufficient) to establish
causality (Bartels 2006). For example, researchers have used panel data to explore the
complex relationship between party identification and policy preferences (Carsey and
Layman 2006) and between media messages and issue attitudes (Lenz 2009). While this
approach has a somewhat weaker claim to causality, the temporal ordering of the
measurement makes it far superior to traditional observational studies.
A third advantage of the longitudinal survey design is the opportunity it provides
researchers to assess the reliability of the concepts being measured, a critical component
of measurement error. Reliability refers to the degree to which consecutive
measurements of a given concept yield the same result, provided that the meaning of the
concept has not changed across time. Some phenomena can easily be measured reliably—
gender and level of education, for example—while most concepts of interest to social
scientists are subject to measurement error. In classical test theory, test-retest stability is
a standard approach for evaluating reliability and necessitates a longitudinal design
(Carmines and Zeller 1979; Bartels 2006). For example, Achen (1975) reassesses the
seminal analysis of early ANES panels (Converse 1964) and finds that much of the
instability across time in voter preferences is attributable to the poor reliability of survey
measures. Longitudinal surveys also enable measurement error adjustments. For
example, in panels with an item measured three or more times, the researcher can
employ the difference in responses from one set of waves to assess the reliability of the
item and to then correct appropriately for measurement bias when comparing responses
to the same question across another set of waves (e.g., Bartels 1999). This calibration
exercise allows researchers to control for and better distinguish measurement noise from
real attitude change.
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Challenges in Longitudinal Surveys
As the previous discussion makes clear, panel studies offer a number of compelling
advantages for studying social, political, and economic phenomena. They do, however,
come with some downsides. First, longitudinal data have a complex structure that can
complicate analysis. By virtue of having multiple interviews with the same respondents,
the data have a hierarchical structure that should be accounted for in the statistical
modeling (Gelman and Hill 2007). There is a wide variety of modeling approaches for
handling panel data: change point models, duration models, transition models, fixed
effect models, hierarchical models, and so forth. Unfortunately, the substantive
conclusions can differ depending on the modeling approach used, and it is not always
clear which approach is best suited to the research question. Broadly, analysts can model
either the level of (y) or the change in y (Δy) as a function of either the level of or change
in the levels of the predictor variables, where the number of possible combinations
depends on the number of survey waves used in the analysis. Given that the particular
research question and data structure will determine the most appropriate modeling
strategy, we refer readers to dedicated texts such as Singer and Willett (2003), Finkel
(1995), and Hsiao (2003). Another complexity in analyzing longitudinal surveys is that it
not always obvious which weight to use given that multiple weights are often provided.4
Again, the decision depends on the research question and the particular combination of
waves used, but generally analysts will want to use the longitudinal weight associated
with the wave in which their dependent variable is measured.
Panel surveys also face a number of threats to data quality that can jeopardize the ability
to make inferences about the outcomes of interest. To be sure, all survey research faces a
litany of challenges that can threaten the validity and reliability of survey estimates. A
rich literature across academic and professional fields has made strides in identifying
potential sources of bias in survey research (e.g., Groves 2004; Groves et al. 2009; Groves
and Couper 2012; Weisberg 2005). The “Total Survey Error” paradigm classifies survey
error as pertaining to survey sampling, coverage, nonresponse, measurement, and
postsurvey analysis and recommends best practices in survey design, implementation,
and evaluation to mitigate these errors (e.g., Biemer 2011; Groves and Lyberg 2011;
Weisberg 2005). In addition to these usual sources of error, however, panel surveys face
additional threats to quality associated with measuring the same individuals at different
points in time. We outline three such challenges here: (1) a tension between continuity
and innovation in the questionnaire design; (2) panel attrition; and (3) panel conditioning
and seam effects (panel-specific measurement error).
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Balancing Continuity and Innovation in Panel Surveys
Given that the ability to track within-subjects change is one of the longitudinal survey
design’s chief benefits, it perhaps goes without saying that the basic “way to measure
change is not to change the measure” (Smith 2005). Yet longitudinal studies often face a
tension between the need for comparability over time and the pressure to change the
question wording or other design features of the study. Especially in panels that span an
extended time period, there may be compelling reasons to modify, update, or retire a
question (Tourangeau 2003). For example, after nearly one hundred years of use, the
U.S. Census Bureau in 2013 dropped the word “Negro” from its racial response
categories. Even within a shorter panel, there can be reasons to change question
wording. Within a political panel survey of an election campaign, for instance, it is
common for vote choice response options to change from the choice between a generic
Democrat and Republican during the nomination stage to the choice between two specific
candidates after the party nominees are known. Research has consistently shown that
public opinion estimates are sensitive to even small differences in question wording and
response options (e.g., Green and Schickler 1993; Abramson and Ostrom 1994).
Moreover, responses can also be affected by changes in other survey design features
such as mode, incentives, fielding period, question order, and the like (Jackson 2011).
The point is simply that questionnaire or survey design changes should not be made
lightly and require experimentation and calibration to lessen the inherent loss of
continuity and comparability. Two kinds of experimentation are useful. The first is an
“offline” experiment, wherein additional subjects participate in separate pilot studies,
which randomize respondents to potential versions of the changes under consideration
(Tourangeau 2003). Given the expense of longitudinal research, this process of
independent piloting is valuable because researchers can more fully understand response
properties and refine the revised survey item before interfering with the continuity of the
panel. The second type of experiment is a split-ballot design within the panel survey
(Tourangeau 2003). This similarly allows researchers to make between-item comparisons
for the larger sample, but provides the additional benefit of sustaining the time series by
presenting the original item to some subset of respondents. While experimentation
should guide necessary adaptations of existing items, transparency regarding what has
changed and why is the other key to successful innovation (Jackson 2011).

Panel Attrition
Perhaps the most well-recognized challenge to longitudinal studies is panel attrition,
wherein some respondents in the sample fail to complete subsequent waves. Attrition
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affects longitudinal studies of all types, modes, and sponsors. For instance, the multipledecade PSID, first fielded in 1968, lost nearly 50% of the initial sample members by 1989.
The ANES 2008–2009 Panel Study lost 36% of respondents in less than a year of monthly
interviews. At best, attrition reduces effective sample size, thereby decreasing analysts’
abilities to discover longitudinal trends in behavior. At worst, attrition results in an
available sample that is not representative of the target population, thereby introducing
biases into estimates of the outcomes of interest. Recent expansions in the number and
use of panel surveys, coupled with worsening response rates, make the issue of panel
attrition particularly salient. It is well-documented that response rates for all surveys,
including government surveys, have been in decline in recent decades (Hillygus et al.
2006). The implications may be particularly severe for panel studies since they depend on
respondents participating at multiple points in time (Schoeni et al. 2013). Even highquality government surveys have found that nonresponse and attrition have grown worse
in recent years. For example, before 1992 the Survey of Income and Program
Participation (SIPP) typically lost about 20% of the original sample by the final wave.
That loss rate increased to 35.5% in 1996 and 36.6% in 2004 (Westat 2009, 22).
Reinterviewing the same panelists can be a labor-intensive process: researchers must
locate, recontact, and persuade the panelist to participate in later waves. If any of these
three steps breaks down, the case is lost (Watson and Wooden 2009). The need to track
panelists to new locations can substantially increase both survey costs and the difficulty
of gaining cooperation, leading some long-duration panels to alter their sampling design.
For instance, the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study of the National Center for
Education Statistics sampled only 50% of students who moved schools between waves to
help reduce the cost of follow-up interviews. In sum, panel attrition is a problem for all
panel surveys, the problem has worsened over time, and there are now more data
analysts who have to contend with the problem.
The threats of panel attrition are widely recognized by public opinion researchers (e.g.,
Ahern and Le Brocque 2005; Traugott and Rosenstone 1994; Zabel 1998), but there is
little consensus about how to handle it. Analyses of panel attrition tend to be reported
and published separately from those of substantive research (e.g., Zabel 1998; Fitzgerald,
Gottschalk, and Moffitt 1998; Bartels 1999; Clinton 2001; Kruse et al. 2009). Yet panel
attrition is not just a technical issue of interest only to methodologists; it can have direct
implications for the substantive knowledge claims that can be made from panel surveys.
For example, Bartels (1999) showed that differential attrition of respondents in the 1992–
1996 ANES panel resulted in an overestimation of political interest in the population.
Frankel and Hillygus (2013) show that attrition in the 2008 ANES panel study biased
estimates of the relationship between gender and campaign interest.
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Too often, researchers simply ignore panel attrition, conducting the analysis on the
subset of respondents who completed all panel waves data (e.g., Wawro 2002). In a
review of the literature, Ahern and Le Brocque (2005) find that fewer than one-quarter of
studies employing panel data discuss attrition or offer any analyses to detect or correct
for panel attrition. In doing so, scholars make an assumption that panel attrition occurs
randomly. In the language of the missing data literature (Little and Rubin 2002), any
complete-case descriptive analysis assumes the missing data—subsequent survey waves,
in this case—are missing completely at random (MCAR). That is, no observed or
unobserved data can systematically predict or account for this missingness.
Unfortunately, this assumption is almost always unfounded. Countless analyses have
found that panel attrition is related to a variety of respondent characteristics (e.g., Behr
2005).
Broadly speaking, the literature on the correlates of panel attrition emphasizes that
repeated participation in a panel survey depends on both the ability and motivation to
cooperate. As such, characteristics like income, education, gender, race, and being
foreign born correlate with attrition (Gray et al. 1996; Fitzgerald, Gottschalk, and Moffitt
1998; Loosveldt, Pickery, and Billiet 2002; Behr 2005; Lynn et al. 2005; Watson and
Wooden 2009). Individuals who are more socially engaged and residentially stable—
homeowners and those with children (especially young children) at home—are more
likely to remain in a panel study, while younger respondents and those who live alone are
more likely to drop out (Lipps 2007; Uhrig 2008; Watson and Wooden 2009; Groves and
Couper 2012). Research also shows that civic engagement and interest in the survey
topic are correlated with attrition; those who care more about the topic are less likely to
attrit (Traugott and Morchio 1990; Traugott and Rosenstone 1994; Loosveldt and Carton
1997; Lepkowski and Couper 2001; Loosveldt, Pickery, and Billiet 2002; Voogt 2005;
Smith and Son 2010). Measures of political engagement and political interest, in
particular, can be predictive of attrition in surveys on all topics, but are especially
predictive of attrition in surveys with political content (Brehm 1993; Traugott and
Rosenstone 1994; Bartels 1999; Burden 2000; Voogt and Saris 2003; Olson and Witt
2011). For example, Olson and Witt (2011) find that political interest has been
consistently predictive of retention in the ANES time series from 1964 to 2004. More
recent research has also emphasized that the respondents’ survey experience in the first
wave will influence their likelihood of participating in future waves (e.g., Frankel and
Hillygus 2013). Given the wide range of attrition correlates, Chen et al. (2015)
recommend a step-by-step process of identifying the predictors of attrition based on wave
1 responses and sampling frame data.5
In case of expected attrition bias, there is a variety of approaches for correcting
estimates to improve inference. The use of post-stratification weights is the most common
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correction method used, and attrition-adjusted survey weights are routinely provided by
survey firms. Weighting is not without controversy, however. As Deng et al. (2013)
highlight, there is wide variability in the way weights are constructed and in the variables
used to account for panel attrition. While researchers typically weight to demographic
benchmarks like the Current Population Survey (CPS) or American Community Survey
(ACS), Vandecasteele and Debels (2006) argue that weights based on demographic
variables alone are likely inadequate to correct for attrition. Weights can also result in
increased standard errors and introduce instabilities in the estimates (Gelman 2007).6
An alternative approach is imputation, in which the attrited cases are replaced with
plausible values. While there are many different imputation methods, the preferred
approach is multiple imputation, in which multiple values are estimated to replace the
missing data (Pasek et al. 2009; Honaker and King 2010). As with weighting, standard
approaches to multiple imputation assume that missing cases are missing at random
(MAR)—dependent on observed data, but not unobserved data.
Another approach for dealing with panel attrition is through specialized statistical
models. In cases in which MCAR or MAR assumptions are implausible, selection models
(Hausman and Wise 1979; Brehm 1993; Kenward 1998; Scharfstein, Rotnitzky, and
Robins 1999) or pattern mixture models (Little 1993; Kenward, Molenberghs, and Thijs
2003) can be used to model attrition that is not missing at random (NMAR)—dependent
on the values of unobserved data. These approaches, however, also require strong and
untestable assumptions about the attrition process, because there is insufficient
information in the original panel data to understand why some cases are missing (e.g.,
Schluchter 1992; Brown 1990; Diggle and Kenward 1994; Little and Wang 1996; Daniels
and Hogan 2008). Recent research shows that refreshment samples can be used as
leverage for modeling the attrition process (Bhattacharya 2008; Deng et al. 2013; Hirano
et al. 1998, 2001; Si, Reiter, and Hillygus 2014). A refreshment sample is a new sample,
independently drawn and given the same questionnaire at the same time as the original
panelists. Newly introduced cohorts in a rotating panel offer similar leverage. The
comparison of these new data to the original panel allows researchers to properly correct
estimates from the panel data.
Because substantive results can be sensitive to the particular corrective approach
employed (Zabel 1998; Kristman, Manno, and Côté 2005; Ayala, Navarro, and Sastre
2006; Basic and Rendtel 2007), the best approach for handling panel attrition is to
prevent it in the first place. At the end of the chapter, we review recommendations for
design decisions that can help to mitigate attrition and other panel effects.
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Panel-Specific Measurement Error
It is perhaps ironic that one of the advantages of panel surveys is that they enable
assessment of the reliability of survey measures because they can also introduce
additional measurement error—panel conditioning and seam effects—that can threaten
the validity of survey estimates. We consider each of these issues in turn.

Panel Conditioning
Panel conditioning, also known as time-in-sample bias, refers to the phenomenon in which
participation in earlier waves of the panel affects responses in subsequent waves. For
example, respondents might pay more attention to a political contest because they are
participating in a panel about voting and know they will be asked their opinions about the
candidates. Warren Miller, a pioneer of the ANES, used to joke that the study’s panel
design was an expensive voter mobilization effort because participation in the preelection survey motivated respondents to show up at the polls. Conditioning effects can
jeopardize the validity of survey estimates, biasing estimates of the magnitude and/or
correlates of change (Kasprzyk et al. 1989; Sturgis, Allum, and Brunton-Smith 2009;
Warren and Halpern-Manners 2012).
Researchers have long been concerned about panel conditioning effects.7 In one of the
earliest political panel surveys, researchers identified the potential for panel
conditioning, noting that “the big problem yet unsolved is whether repeated interviews
are likely, in themselves, to influence a respondent’s opinions” (Lazarsfeld 1940, 128).
Clausen (1968) found that those who participated in a pre-election survey in 1964 were
more likely to report voting in the post-election survey—he attributed seven percentage
points to the stimulating effect of participating in the pre-election interview. Traugott and
Katosh (1979) replicated the study and found an even larger mobilization effect. Many
others have reached similar conclusions (Kraut and McConahay 1973; Yalch 1976;
Greenwald et al. 1987; Anderson, Silver, and Abramson 1988; Granberg and Holmberg
1992; Simmons, Bickart, and Lynch Jr 1993; Bartels 1999; Voogt and Van Kempen 2002).
Although political interest and political knowledge are commonly found to be susceptible
to panel conditioning effects, the issue is not restricted to political surveys. For example,
Battaglia, Zell, and Ching (1996) found that asking mothers about the immunization
status of their children led to higher vaccination rates after the interview. Unfortunately,
it is not always clear when panel conditioning will be an issue. While there is
considerable documentation that panel conditioning can exist, it is not always present.
Some research finds limited or no panel conditioning bias (Bartels 1999; Smith, Gerber,
and Orlich 2003; Kruse et al. 2009). More generally, there is a lack of clarity in the
research about the conditions under which panel conditioning is expected to change
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attitudes, behaviors, or knowledge. In addition, panel conditioning effects might depend
on the characteristics of respondents, the topic of the survey, or a variety of other survey
design factors. Moreover, Mann (2005) has disputed the methodological basis of much of
the previous research identifying panel conditioning effects. The common approach to
diagnosing conditioning effects is to simply compare panelist responses in follow-up
waves with cross-sectional measures of the same items. Even when using refreshment
samples or rotating samples, it can be difficult to distinguish panel conditioning effects
from attrition bias (Warren and Halpern-Manners 2012).8 For instance, inflated turnout
levels in the ANES post-election survey may be due to panel conditioning, attrition among
those not interested in politics, or other sources of survey error, such as bias in initial
nonresponse (Burden 2000).
The specific mechanisms by which panel conditioning effects occur also vary. Changes in
behavior might occur if survey participation increases respondent motivation or interest
in the topic—as is the case for political knowledge in an election panel (Bartels 1999;
Kruse et al. 2009). Alternatively, survey respondents could change their responses as
they become more familiar with the interview process and survey experience. The first
type of panel conditioning has been referred to as “conditioning change in true status,”
and the second is called “conditioned reporting.” Conditioned reporting is a strategic
response to the interview, such as learning to give answers that reduce the number of
follow-up questions. This second type of panel conditioning is closely linked with the issue
of “professional” respondents in online survey panels. These are respondents who have a
lot of experience with taking surveys, so they might understand how to answer in such a
way as to reduce burden and maximize their paid incentives. Indeed, there may well be
concerns that panel survey research that relies on samples derived from online
respondent panels will have panelists who are already conditioned at the time of the first
wave because they have already participated in previous surveys on related topics. It is
quite common, for instance, to find that YouGov and GfK panelists are more politically
knowledgeable than the general population.9 In principle, it should be possible to
distinguish conditioned reporting from conditioned responses through studies designed
to specifically test these different mechanisms. Unfortunately, such research is rare.10
There is also little guidance about what to do if panel conditioning bias is found in a
longitudinal study. Some researchers contend that “once they occur the resulting data
are irredeemably biased” (Warren and Halpern-Manners 2012). This means that it is all
the more important for researchers to prevent panel conditioning in the design of their
surveys as we discuss in more detail at the end of the chapter. For example, research has
suggested that panel conditioning effects are more common when the baseline and
follow-up surveys are separated by a month or less (e.g., Bailar 1989; De Amici et al.
2000; Fitzsimons, Nunes, and Williams 2007; Levav and Fitzsimons 2006).
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Seam Effects
Another source of measurement error unique to longitudinal surveys has been termed
“seam bias”; it refers to the tendency of estimates of change that are measured across
the “seam” of two successive survey waves to far exceed estimates of change that are
measured within a single wave (Conrad, Rips, and Fricker 2009). That is, when
respondents are asked to recall behaviors or conditions at multiple reference times in a
single interview—for example, employment status in the current month and in the
previous month—they report few changes between the referenced time periods; in
contrast, estimates of change are much higher if they are measured in two separate
waves of data collection. As a result, estimates of month-to-month changes in
employment status are far higher when looking across survey waves than when reported
within a single interview (Lynn and Sala 2006).
Seam effects have been most often studied in economics, but they have been found
across a wide range of measures, recall periods, and design features (Lemaitre 1992).
Seam effects were first documented in estimates of government program participation in
the Census Bureau’s SIPP panel survey (Czajka 1983), but have also been found in the
CPS (Cantor and Levin 1991; Polivka and Rothgeb 1993), the PSID (Hill 1987), the
Canadian Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics (Brown, Hale, and Michaud 1998), and
the European Community Household Panel Survey (Jackle and Lynn 2004).
Research examining the source of seam bias suggests that it stems both from
respondents underestimating change within the reference period of a single interview
and overestimating change across waves. Collins (1975), for example, speculates that
between two-thirds and three-quarters of the observed change in various employment
statistics (as measured in a monthly labor force survey) were an artifact of this type of
measurement error. Lynn and Sala (2006) label the amount of change they observe from
one survey wave to the next in various employment characteristics as “implausibly high.”
At the same time, researchers have documented underestimates of change within a single
wave, a phenomenon labeled “constant wave responding” (Martini 1989; Rips, Conrad,
and Fricker 2003). Using record validation, Marquis and Moore (1989) confirm that both
factors produce the seam effect.
Seam bias has largely been attributed to respondent memory issues and task difficulty.
For example, there is larger seam bias found with wider time intervals between waves
and the to-be-recalled change (Kalton and Miller 1991). There are also larger seam
effects when the recall items are more cognitively difficult (Lynn and Sala 2006). Some
have suggested that seam bias can be further exacerbated by panel conditioning because
individuals learn that it is less burdensome to give the same response for each referenced
time than to report change (Rips, Conrad, and Fricker 2003).
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A related phenomenon identified in political surveys is a sharp discrepancy in the stability
of vote choice or time of vote decision when measured via recall in a post-election survey
compared to estimation based on measures of candidate support from multiple waves of
panel data (Plumb 1986; Chaffee and Rimal 1996; Fournier et al. 2004). Researchers have
found discrepancies at both the aggregate and individual levels (Plumb 1986; Chaffee and
Rimal 1996). For example, in an analysis of vote intention stability in the four-wave ANES
1980 panel study, Plumb (1986) finds that just 40% of respondents had the same time of
decision with both methods. Critically, some find that the recall measure produces higher
levels of stability (Plumb 1986), while others find it produces lower levels of stability
(Katz 1971; Kogen and Gottfried 2012). Several explanations have been offered. First, it
may be difficult for respondents to remember when the decision was made, especially if
asked several months after the fact. Second, there might be issues of social desirability,
whereby respondents might prefer to indicate that they delayed their decisions in order
to appear neutral or independent. Alternatively, some—especially partisans—might claim
they knew all along, not wanting to admit that they were ever undecided.
In terms of mitigating seam bias, the preponderance of research has focused on efforts to
improve respondent recall (Callegaro 2008). For example, Rips, Conrad, and Fricker
(2003) demonstrate that researchers can reduce seam effects by altering question order.
They reason that seam bias is a predictable pattern of satisficing given the usual
grouping of questions by topic instead of time period (Rips, Conrad, and Fricker 2003;
Conrad, Rips, and Fricker 2009). Furthermore, respondents did best when time was
ordered backwards, or in reverse chronological order—asking first about the most recent
week and then about earlier and earlier weeks (Rips, Conrad, and Fricker 2003).
The other innovation that targets seam effects at the design stage is dependent
interviewing (DI), which addresses the issue of seam bias straight on by automatically
populating a panelist’s previous response and asking if the response still holds (Conrad,
Rips, and Fricker 2009; Moore et al. 2009; Lynn et al. 2005). The previous response
serves as a reminder or anchor by which the respondent can compare the present,
perhaps causing reflection on any change and when it may have occurred (Moore et al.
2009). Dependent interviewing is increasingly common, having been employed in the
Census Bureau’s SIPP and CPS projects (Conrad, Rips, and Fricker 2009), and is thought
to improve interview times and general data quality; nevertheless, Lynn et al. (2005)
cautions that the method may underestimate change across waves if it induces
acquiescence bias among respondents who want to tell the interviewer that the previous
response is still accurate.
As with panel conditioning, the best solution for seam effects is to prevent them. Though
there are some post-survey methods for dealing with seam bias, many of them effectively
throw away data. For an overview of such methods, see Lynn et al. (2005).
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Recommendations for Researchers
The trend favoring longitudinal surveys will almost certainly continue given the method’s
ability to track within-subject change. Nevertheless, as with all survey methods,
longitudinal surveys face several challenges to their validity and reliability. Responsible
researchers must acknowledge the potential impact of these challenges on substantive
knowledge claims. In addition to threats from declining response rates, concerns about
the representativeness of survey respondents, and difficulties measuring various
attitudes and behaviors—issues that arise in all survey designs—longitudinal surveys can
face the unique challenges of comparability issues, panel attrition, panel conditioning,
and seam effects. Researchers should grapple with potential biases from attrition and
measurement error as a matter of course. Analyses should routinely include assessments
of the quality of panel composition and resulting data, using whatever information about
attrition can be gleaned by comparing later waves to earlier waves on observable factors
like respondent demographics, survey satisfaction, or other measures related to
respondent experience. Despite some potential limitations of weighting as a correction
for attrition, we recommend that—at minimum—analysts calculate estimates using the
longitudinal survey weights. Better still, researchers should leverage refreshment
samples or rotating panels, if available, to better understand the impact of attrition bias
and panel conditioning on the survey estimates.
It is the producers of new longitudinal surveys, however, who bear the greatest
responsibility for preventing panel effects. Those designing panel surveys can take
several measures to reduce panel survey error and improve the reliability and validity of
the resulting data. Given findings about the relationship between the survey experience
and attrition, the researcher should first ensure that the questionnaire, especially the
questionnaire for the first survey wave, adheres to best practices in questionnaire
design.11 Furthermore, the researcher should enact protocols to make certain that
interviewers are well trained, as poor interviewer performance decreases panelists’
propensity to respond in later waves. Even in Internet polling, in which there is no
traditional interviewer, the survey design must take into account potential technological
issues and general user-friendliness, as difficulties with the online interface similarly
cause panelists to attrit (Frankel and Hillygus 2013).
This also points to the need to explicitly measure respondents’ survey experience, such as
including a survey satisfaction item at the end of the first wave questionnaire. Where
respondents report satisfaction with the interviewer, the researcher can reduce
nonresponse in later waves by assigning the same interviewer to all follow-up interviews.
When a respondent is found to be at risk of attriting, design adaptations can be made to
increase the likelihood of response—for example, increasing the incentive payments for
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those with a high propensity to attrit (Laurie and Lynn 2009; Schoeni et al. 2013). The
researcher executing a panel survey design must also take great care to keep track of
panelists. Lepkowski and Couper (2001) identify the researcher’s inability to locate and
contact panelists as a major source of panel attrition. When respondents cannot be
identified at the time of a later survey, cases are lost, resulting in a reduction of effective
sample size and potentially biasing estimates for the remaining cases. The researcher can
prevent lost cases by undertaking several activities to track respondents, such as
instigating communication with the panelist between waves that are spaced far apart,
collecting additional contact information (e.g., a mailing address and phone number, even
if the primary means of communication is email), and using public records and
administrative data sources for tracing respondents. For example, the PSID regularly
updates panelist addresses using the United States Postal Service national change of
address service and offers respondents a $10 payment to simply return a prepaid
postcard verifying their full contact information (Schoeni et al. 2013). This sort of mailing
belongs to the broad class of “keeping in touch exercises” (KITEs) (Laurie 2007). Another
activity to improve tracking of panelists is the use of a dedicated website for respondents
with information about the study, past results, and a change-of-address form.
The researcher can also address measurement error through careful survey design. A
researcher concerned about panel conditioning might interview respondents less
frequently, since panel conditioning can be exacerbated by frequent and closely spaced
interviews. On the other hand, infrequent waves that are spaced far apart might rely
more heavily on recall regarding the period between waves, which can induce seam
effects. The researcher is left to balance these different considerations, with the optimal
design depending on the research question and variables of interest. For instance, panel
conditioning has been shown to have relatively limited effects on attitudinal questions,
but strong effects on political knowledge. If the researcher wants to engage questions
about the relationship between political knowledge and various outcomes, the best design
would minimize conditioning effects by asking political knowledge questions infrequently
and perhaps by developing new political knowledge items. On the other hand, if the
primary goal is to observe change in some attitude or behavior, the researcher might do
best to field many waves close together—thereby minimizing seam effects at the possible
risk of inducing some conditioning.
As we hope this chapter makes clear, there are many opportunities for future research
that could inform the design, conduct, and analysis of panel surveys. Researchers could
build into the panel design observational or experimental features to distinguish and
measure the various sources of longitudinal survey error. For example, a new panel of
respondents for a longitudinal survey might gain traction on the distinction between
panel attrition and conditioning by drawing on a very rich sampling frame, such as a
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voter registration database enhanced with commercial data. This kind of list would
provide relatively straightforward criteria for measuring nonrandom attrition, by
comparing the pre-study covariates of returning panelists and those who drop out and
would also provide some leverage on conditioning, by allowing the researcher to compare
the respondents’ predicted and actual responses and behaviors.
Experimental designs might manipulate the panel survey experience for some
respondents in order to gain a clearer understanding of how to minimize survey error.
For instance, building on the earlier discussion of panel conditioning versus seam effects,
the researcher could randomize respondents to complete several or few surveys that are
spaced near or far apart. Similarly, the researcher can evaluate other design tradeoffs by
randomizing design differences across panelists. For example, previous research
suggests that the researcher can stem panel attrition by increasing communication with
panelists, directing them to a study website, and sharing details of study findings with
them. These measures are meant to increase panelists’ interest in and commitment to the
panel survey (Schoeni et al. 2013), but the researcher should consider whether these
efforts—especially the provision of study results—contribute to panel conditioning. An
experimental design could randomize the use of these particular retention efforts to
estimate their effect on attrition and panel conditioning.
In addition, given the extent to which longitudinal survey research is being conducted
with online panels, more research should consider how the online setting reduces or
exacerbates the various types of error unique to the longitudinal survey design. Building
on Adams, Atkeson, and Karp (2012) and Hillygus, Jackson, and Young (2014), such
research might compare the panel conditioning effects of new recruits who enter either
online panels or other types of panel surveys. Research on survey error in online surveys
would be greatly enhanced if collaborations with the proprietors of online panels
provided not just the number of surveys completed and panelists’ time in the panel
(Clinton 2001; Adams, Atkeson, and Karp 2012), but also information about the kinds of
surveys to which the panelist has been invited and the kinds of surveys that the panelist
has actually completed.
It is our hope that future research on panel survey error will not only provide a more
comprehensive list of best practices to prevent and to measure survey error, but also will
mitigate these biases when they are found in existing longitudinal survey data.
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Notes:
(1) Although most online survey panels are nonprobability panels, in which panelists have
opted-in to the panel, there are limited examples of online probability survey panels, such
as the RAND American Life Panel, AmeriSpeaks, and GfK Knowledge Networks.
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(2) A related difference is in the definition of attrition. Some designs allow individuals
who fail to respond to one wave to return to subsequent waves (temporary attrition),
while other designs would consider those individuals permanent attriters. Internet panel
studies that rely on an online panel of respondents are especially likely to use the former
design, as it is nearly costless to invite former attriters into subsequent waves.
(3) To be sure, the exact nature of the relationship between the intervention and the data
collection can affect the strength of the causal claims. Generally speaking, data collected
closer to the intervention give greater confidence that any observed changes are the
result of the intervention rather than confounding factors.
(4) The weights provided often account for both unequal probabilities of selection in the
sampling design as well as unit nonresponse. As such, new weights are typically provided
for each wave to account for sample attrition.
(5) To be sure, some researchers have found minimal attrition bias (Bartels 1999; Clinton
2001; Kruse et al. 2009). Most critical, of course, is that such an evaluation be conducted,
since the extent of attrition bias can vary across different outcomes.
(6) In using any alternative approach to panel attrition correction, it remains important to
account for the sampling design in making inferences. If the survey firm does not provide
all variables related to the sampling design (e.g., geographic clusters), researchers can
use the sampling design weights or wave 1 survey weights to make the necessary
adjustments.
(7) Of course, even nonpanel studies must also confront the possibility that simply the act
of measuring social phenomena can sometimes change the object under investigation—
the classic Hawthorne effect (e.g., Landsberger 1958).
(8) Das, Toepoel, and van Soest (2011) offer one such approach that relies on a
nonparametric test for estimating separate attrition and conditioning effects.
(9) No doubt it does not help that researchers tend to ask the exact same political
knowledge questions across different studies.
(10) Notable exceptions include Warren and Halpern-Manners (2012); Sturgis, Allum, and
Brunton-Smith (2009); and Das, Toepoel, and van Soest (2011).
(11) Interested readers may want to consult the resources available at http://
dism.ssri.duke.edu/question_design.php.
D. Sunshine Hillygus
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